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Being and Event Doubleday
A "profound and provocative" new work by the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of Disgraced and American Dervish: an immigrant father and his son
search for belonging—in post-Trump America, and with each other (Kirkus
Reviews). One of the New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year One of
Barack Obama's Favorite Books of 2020 Finalist for the 2021 Andrew
Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction A Best Book of 2020 * Washington
Post * O Magazine * New York Times Book Review * Publishers Weekly
"Passionate, disturbing, unputdownable." —Salman Rushdie A deeply
personal work about identity and belonging in a nation coming apart at the
seams, Homeland Elegies blends fact and fiction to tell an epic story of

longing and dispossession in the world that 9/11 made. Part family drama,
part social essay, part picaresque novel, at its heart it is the story of a father, a
son, and the country they both call home. Ayad Akhtar forges a new narrative
voice to capture a country in which debt has ruined countless lives and the
gods of finance rule, where immigrants live in fear, and where the nation's
unhealed wounds wreak havoc around the world. Akhtar attempts to make
sense of it all through the lens of a story about one family, from a heartland
town in America to palatial suites in Central Europe to guerrilla lookouts in
the mountains of Afghanistan, and spares no one—least of all himself—in the
process.
Ruthless Gods Thomas Nelson
The stunning sequel to instant New York Times bestseller,
Wicked Saints Nadya doesn’t trust her magic anymore. Serefin
is fighting off a voice in his head that doesn’t belong to him.
Malachiasz is at war with who--and what--he’s become. As their
group is continually torn apart, the girl, the prince, and the
monster find their fates irrevocably intertwined. Their paths are
being orchestrated by someone...or something. The voices that
Serefin hears in the darkness, the ones that Nadya believes are
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her gods, the ones that Malachiasz is desperate to meet—those
voices want a stake in the world, and they refuse to stay quiet
any longer. In their dramatic follow-up to Wicked Saints, the first
book in their Something Dark and Holy trilogy, Emily A. Duncan
paints a Gothic, icy world where shadows whisper, and no one is
who they seem, with a shocking ending that will leave you
breathless. This edition uses deckle edges; the uneven paper
edge is intentional.
Another Kingdom Thomas Nelson Inc
A recent poll showed 43% of Americans think
more socialism would be a good thing. What do
these people not know? Socialism has killed
millions, but it’s now the ideology du jour on
American college campuses and among many
leftists. Reintroduced by leaders such as
Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez,
the ideology manifests itself in starry-eyed
calls for free-spending policies like Medicare-
for-all and student loan forgiveness. In The
Case Against Socialism, Rand Paul outlines the
history of socialism, from Stalin’s gulags to
the current famine in Venezuela. He tackles
common misconceptions about the “utopia” of
socialist Europe. As it turns out, Scandinavian
countries love capitalism as much as Americans,
and have, for decades, been cutting back on the
things Bernie loves the most. Socialism’s
return is only possible because many Americans
have forgotten the true dangers of the
twentieth-century’s deadliest ideology. Paul

reveals the devastating truth: for every college
student sporting a Che Guevara T-shirt, there’s
a Venezuelan child dying of starvation.
Desperate refugees flee communist Cuba to escape
oppressive censorship, rationed food and squalid
hospitals, not “free” healthcare. Socialist
dictatorships like the People’s Republic of
China crush freedom of speech and run massive
surveillance states while masquerading as
enlightened modern nations. Far from providing
economic freedom, socialist governments enslave
their citizens. They offer illusory promises of
safety and equality while restricting personal
liberty, tightening state power, sapping human
enterprise and making citizens dependent on the
dole. If socialism takes hold in America, it
will imperil the fate of the world’s freest
nation, unleashing a plague of oppressive
government control. The Case Against Socialism
is a timely response to that threat and a call
to action against the forces menacing American
liberty.
The MindWar Trilogy Thomas Nelson
With the election of Barack Obama, the idea that American society had
become postracial—that is, race was no longer a main factor in
influencing and structuring people's lives—took hold in public
consciousness, increasingly accepted by many. The contributors to
Racism Postrace examine the concept of postrace and its powerful history
and allure, showing how proclamations of a postracial society further
normalize racism and obscure structural antiblackness. They trace
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expressions of postrace over and through a wide variety of cultural texts,
events, and people, from sports (LeBron James's move to Miami), music
(Pharrell Williams's “Happy”), and television (The Voice and HGTV)
to public policy debates, academic disputes, and technology industries.
Outlining how postrace ideologies confound struggles for racial justice and
equality, the contributors open up new critical avenues for understanding
the powerful cultural, discursive, and material conditions that render
postrace the racial project of our time. Contributors. Inna Arzumanova,
Sarah Banet-Weiser, Aymer Jean Christian, Kevin Fellezs, Roderick A.
Ferguson, Herman Gray, Eva C. Hageman, Daniel Martinez HoSang,
Victoria E. Johnson, Joseph Lowndes, Roopali Mukherjee, Safiya Umoja
Noble, Radhika Parameswaran, Sarah T. Roberts, Catherine R. Squires,
Brandi Thompson Summers, Karen Tongson, Cynthia A. Young
The Final Hour Arcade Publishing
Do Right, Fear Nothing. Sam Hopkins is a good kid who has fallen in with
the wrong crowd. Hanging around with car thieves and thugs, Sam knows
it’s only a matter of time before he makes one bad decision too many and
gets into real trouble. But one day, Sam sees these friends harassing an
eccentric schoolmate named Jennifer. Finding the courage to face the bullies
down, Sam loses a bad set of friends and acquires a very strange new one.
Jennifer is not just eccentric. To Sam, she seems downright crazy. She has
terrifying hallucinations involving demons, the devil, and death. And here’s
the really crazy part: Sam is beginning to suspect that these visions may
actually be prophecies—prophecies of something terrible that’s going to
happen very soon. Unless he can stop it. With no one to believe him, with no
one to help him, Sam is all alone in a race against time. Finding the truth
before disaster strikes is going to be both crazy and very, very dangerous.
“The adrenaline-charged action will keep you totally immersed.” —RT Book
Reviews
Racism Postrace Simon and Schuster
“A gritty, twist-filled thriller” of crime and corruption by a two-time

Edgar Award winner (The Wall Street Journal). John Shannon is a petty
thief on the run. A three-time loser framed for a murder he didn’t
commit, he knows the cops are closing in on him and that he’s facing
life in prison—or death by lethal injection. Then, as if out of nowhere, a
bizarre text message draws him to a meeting in the dark of night. A
foreigner who calls himself the Identity Man offers Shannon an
incredible chance to start again: a new face, a new home, a new
beginning. Soon Shannon finds himself living a life he never dreamed
possible. In a ruined city trying to rebuild, he finds work as a carpenter
and a wood carver. He meets the beautiful Teresa Grey and for the first
time falls in love with the sort of woman who could make him a better
man. It seems too good to be true—and it is. It turns out this ruined city
is crawling with corruption. There are crooked politicians, gangsters,
dirty cops everywhere—and, for some reason he doesn’t understand, all
of them seem to want Shannon dead . . . “Klavan builds slow-burning
tension like nobody’s business, and Shannon’s struggle to redeem
himself is powerful and compelling.” —Booklist
The Truth of the Matter Thomas Nelson
This fast-paced, high-drama adventure series will appeal to fans of
series such as Alex Rider, Cherub and Boy Soldier. 'You're a better
man than you think...Find Waterman.' are the words that have been
keeping Charlie West going ever since his nightmare started. Wanted
for murder and implicated in terrorist plots Charlie is on the run from
everyone - completely unable to remember what actually happened...
But now he's found Waterman will he finally learn the truth and
manage to clear his own name? This is the third action-packed
installment of Klavan's Homelander Series.
The Truth and Beauty Penguin
Charlie West went to bed an ordinary high-school student. He woke up
strapped to a chair, covered in blood and bruises. He hurts all over.
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And a strange voice outside the door has just ordered his death.
If We Survive Homelanders
“What was this place? Was I crazy? Or was I crazy before, back in L.A.?
Was my real life some sort of dream? Was this hell reality?” Austin Lively is
a struggling, disillusioned screenwriter whose life is suddenly changed
forever when he opens a door and is unwittingly transported to a fantastical
medieval realm. Austin finds himself wielding a bloody dagger while
standing over a very beautiful and very dead woman. Bewildered and
confused, he is seized by castle guards and thrown in a dungeon. Just when
he begins to fear the worst, he is suddenly transported back to reality in LA.
Did that really just happened? Has he gone insane? Was it all a dream? Did
he have a brain tumor? Desperate for answers, he sets out to find them and
discovers that the mystery can only be unlocked by a strange piece of fiction
that holds the truth about the magical kingdom. But he isn’t the only person
searching for the missing manuscript, and his rivals will stop at nothing to
get it first. To complicate matters more, Austin soon discovers that he has no
control over when he passes between worlds and finds himself out of trust
for even the simple things, like walking through doorways. Stuck between
dual realities –charged for a murder he doesn’t recall in one and running
from a maniacal billionaire who’s determined to kill him in another–
Austin’s monotonous life has become an epic adventure of magic, murder,
and political intrigue in both the New Republic of Galiana and the streets of
Los Angeles California.

The Identity Man Thomas Nelson
Two generations after he challenged Republicans to envision a
Southern-based national majority, Phillips issues a bold challenge
to Democrats to transform American politics by building a
winning coalition outside the South.
Whistling Past Dixie HMH
Andrew Klavan’s MindWar Trilogy—now available in one
volume. In the tradition of Ender’s Game and The Matrix,

MindWar is a complex thriller about a seemingly ordinary teenager
who discovers a hidden gift—a gift that could make him a hero . . .
or cost him everything. MindWar When Rick lost the ability to
run, he came one step closer to becoming a hero. Hostage Run
Rick is faced with an impossible choice: save the life of his best
friend Molly . . . Or save the free world. Game Over Rick emerged
victorious from The Realm twice. Is his luck about to run out?
Welcome to the Homeland HarperCollins
"No matter how many Holocaust stories one has read, this one is a
must, for its impact is so powerful."--School Library Journal, starred I
did not ask myself, "Should I do this?" but "How will I do this?"
Through this intimate and compelling memoir, we are witness to the
growth of a hero. Much like The Diary of Anne Frank, In My Hands
has become a profound testament to individual courage. You must
understand that I did not become a resistance fighter, a smuggler of
Jews, a defierof the SS and the Nazis, all at once. When the war began,
Irene Gut was just seventeen: a student nurse, a Polish patriot, a good
Catholic girl. Forced to work in a German officiers' dining hall, she
learns how to fight back. One's first steps are always small: I had
begun by hiding food under a fence. Irene eavesdropped on the
German's plans. She smuggled people out of the work camp. And she
hid twelve Jews in the basement of a Nazi major's home. To deliver her
friends from evil, this young woman did whatever it took--even the
impossible.
The Homelanders Little, Brown
RICK DIAL IS FACED WITH AN IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE: SAVE THE
LIFE OF HIS BEST FRIEND MOLLY . . . OR SAVE THE FREE WORLD.
Rick Dial’s career as a superstar quarterback ended when a car accident left
him unable to walk. But his uncanny gaming ability caught the attention of a
secret government organization trying to stop a high-tech terrorist attack on
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America. He’s been to the fantastical cyber world called the MindWar Realm
. . . and returned to Real Life victorious. But the stakes have just gone up.
Another attack is imminent, and Rick is the only one who can stop it. How
can he, though, when terrorists have kidnapped his best friend Molly and are
threatening to kill her if Rick returns to the Realm? As Molly uses every
resource of mind and body to outwit her brutal captors, Rick races against
time inside a nightmare video game where a fate worse than death may be
waiting for him. Hundreds of miles apart, both will have to test the power of
their faith and the strength of their spirits. They’re being forced to a moment
of sacrifice . . . one that could cost them everything.
The Truth of the Matter: The Homelander Series Samuel French, Inc.
Over the course of five books, Sherwood Smith has enthralled readers with
the world of Sartorias-deles. First in the military action of the Inda series and
then in the magic-based cultural drama of Banner of the Damned, Smith's
books are a tour-de-force of deadly high politics, incredibly engaging
worldbuilding, and nuanced examinations of power, love, and betrayal.
Readers of all stripes have praised her for the master fantasist she is. Woven
throughout these sagas is a dark mystery: the dangerous, shadowed threat of
Norsunder. With incredible powers only hinted at and rare appearances of
enigmatic characters, Norsunder has loomed as the ultimate villain, the very
highest of stakes, and a foreboding battle to come: the great story readers
have been eagerly awaiting. A Sword Named Truth begins that story. The
first installment of a trilogy, A Sword Named Truth launches readers into the
non-stop action, politics, and magical threats leading to Norsunder's return.
Our heroes span continents and cultures, ambitions and desires, but share one
characteristic: they are young leaders. Many are rulers of unstable nations,
growing into their power and themselves, but they are seeking ways to trust
and bind themselves together - and find the strength to defend against a host
that has crushed entire worlds.
A Sword Named Truth HarperCollins
Sometimes you have to go home to find out who you really are. Charlie
West went to bed one night an ordinary high-school student. He woke

up a hunted man. Terrorists are trying to kill him. The police want to
arrest him for the stabbing death of his best friend. He doesn't know
whose side he's on or who he can trust. With his pursuers closing in on
every side, Charlie makes his way back to his hometown to find some
answers. There, holed up in an abandoned mansion, he's joined by his
friends in a desperate attempt to discover the truth about a murder he
can't remember--and the love he can never forget.
The Long Way Home Thomas Nelson
A translation of one of the single most important works of recent
French philosophy, Badiou's magnum opus, and a must-have for his
growing following and anyone interested in contemporary Continental
thought.
The Last Thing I Remember Duke University Press
Within the Sanctuary of Wings is the conclusion to Marie Brennan's
thrilling Lady Trent Memoirs After nearly five decades (and, indeed,
the same number of volumes), one might think they were well-
acquainted with the Lady Isabella Trent--dragon naturalist, scandalous
explorer, and perhaps as infamous for her company and feats of daring
as she is famous for her discoveries and additions to the scientific field.
And yet--after her initial adventure in the mountains of Vystrana, and
her exploits in the depths of war-torn Eriga, to the high seas aboard
The Basilisk, and then to the inhospitable deserts of Akhia--the Lady
Trent has captivated hearts along with fierce minds. This concluding
volume will finally reveal the truths behind her most notorious
adventure--scaling the tallest peak in the world, buried behind the
territory of Scirland's enemies--and what she discovered there, within
the Sanctuary of Wings. The Lady Trent Memoirs 1. A Natural History
of Dragons 2. The Tropic of Serpents 3. Voyage of the Basilisk 4. In
the Labyrinth of Drakes 5. Within the Sanctuary of Wings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
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Management Software (DRM) applied.
Hostage Run A&C Black
ONE OF NPR'S BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR • A sweeping debut novel
that explores the intimate struggle for independence and success of a young
descendant of Indian indentured laborers in Mauritius, a small multiracial
island in the Indian Ocean. "The beauty of Busjeet's splendid, often
breathtaking book is, like the best stories of journeys to young adulthood, the
precious and well-observed and heartbreaking details of day-to-day life."
--Edward P. Jones, Pulitzer Prize winning author of The Known World In the
1950s, Vishnu Bhushan is a young boy yet to learn the truth beyond the
rumors of his family's fractured histories--an alliance, as his mother says, of
two bankrupt families. In evocative chapters, the first two decades of
Vishnu's life in Mauritius unfolds with heart wrenching closeness as he
battles to experience the world beyond, and the cultural, political, and
familial turmoil that hold on to him. Through gorgeous and precise language,
Silent Winds, Dry Seas conjures the spirit and rich life of Mauritius, even as
its diverse peoples live under colonial rule. Weaving the soaring hopes,
fierce love, and heart-breaking tragedies of Vishnu's proud Mauritian family
together with his country's turbulent path to gain independence, Busjeet
masterfully evokes the epic sweep of history in the intimate moments of a
boy's life. Silent Winds, Dry Seas is a poetic, powerful, and universal novel
of identity and place, of the legacies of colonialism, of tradition, modernity,
and emigration, and of what a family will sacrifice for its children to thrive.

Game Over Picador
Charlie West has a problem: the bad guys are trying to capture
him—and so are the good guys. As his allies begin to come from
the strangest places, and his memories finally begin to return,
Charlie is one step closer to the truth of the matter. Ever since he
woke up in a terrorist torture chamber—with a year of his life
erased from his mind—Charlie West has been on the run. He has
one desperate hope of getting his life back: track down the

mysterious agent named Waterman. But in fact, reaching
Waterman—and recovering the secrets lost in his own memory—will
only increase the danger he’s in. A team of ruthless killers is
rapidly closing in on him, determined to stop him from finding the
answers. And the truth of the matter is more incredible . . . and
more deadly . . . than he could ever imagine. From Edgar Award
winning and bestselling author Andrew Klavan comes the third
installment of The Homelanders series. Exciting young adult
suspense novel Approximately 82,000 words Part of the
Homelanders series Book 1: The Last Thing I Remember Book 2:
The Long Way Home Book 3: The Truth of the Matter Book 4:
The Final Hour
The Case Against Socialism Thomas Nelson
This time, there’s no escape from The Realm. The MindWar
Realm is a computerized world created by a deranged terrorist
named Kurodar. Built through a link between Kurodar’s mind
and a network of supercomputers, The Realm is a pathway
through which the madman can project himself into any computer
system on the planet. Twice before, Rick Dial has entered the
Realm as a Mind Warrior and come back alive. But now,
something has gone terribly wrong. A connection has formed in
Rick’s brain that sends him hurtling into The Realm without his
consent—and brings the Realm’s monsters into the Real World. As
Kurodar works to turn Rick’s brain to his own purposes, Rick’s
waking and sleeping life is ravaged by terrors he never imagined.
Rick knows he has no choice but to face The Realm’s final and
most powerful protector. But can Rick destroy MindWar without
destroying himself and the people he loves?
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